The affective computing community has invested heavily in building automated tools for the analysis of facial behavior and the expression of emotion. These tools present a valuable, but largely untapped, opportunity for social scientists to perform observational analyses of nonverbal behavior at very large scale. Various tech companies are collecting huge corpora of images and videos from around the world that could be used to study important scientific questions. However, privacy restrictions and intellectual property concerns render these data inaccessible to most academics. Unfortunately, this limits the potential for scientific advancement and leads to the consolidation of data and opportunity into the hands of a few powerful institutions. In this paper, we ask whether similar psychological insights can be gained by analyzing smaller, public datasets that are more within reach for academic researchers. As a proof-of-concept for this idea, we gather, analyze, and release a corpus of public images and metadata and use it to replicate recent psychological findings about smiling, gender, and culture. In so doing, we provide evidence that psychological insights can indeed by democratized through the automated analysis of nonverbal behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automated analysis of nonverbal behavior holds considerable promise for advancing research in psychology and other social sciences. Using machines to collect and analyze behavioral data allows for far greater efficiency and scalability than traditional methods. Researchers in the past were limited by the amount of data that could be collected and analyzed in labs by research assistants, and observational studies were typically limited to samples of dozens or hundreds of participants. However, technological advances now make it possible to collect and analyze data from thousands or even millions of participants. It is conceivable that large corporations with extensive cloud-computing resources could gather and analyze all the videos on YouTube or all the images on Facebook.
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intellectual property concerns often prevent such proprietary datasets from being shared with the scientific community. The data then become a highly valuable but generally inaccessible resource to academic researchers. When data and insights are concentrated within a few companies it tends to create a gulf in power between the data "haves" and the data "have nots."
In order to accelerate research on nonverbal behavior and democratize access to the insights that such research might yield, we propose that publicly available data on the internet, which can be shared openly and analyzed collaboratively, may also be used to study psychological questions.
From a scientific perspective, there are two main challenges for our proposal: (1) How representative-versus-biased is the public behavioral data that can be found online? Can such data yield generalizable insights into human psychology? (2) How valid-versus-noisy are the behavioral measures that can be produced automatically, at scale, and for free? Are the measurements of nonverbal behavior produced by open-source behavior analysis software trustworthy?
We provide an initial exploration of these questions by attempting to replicate previous psychological findings about gender, culture, and smiling in a public dataset collected and analyzed with our proposed method. We chose this topic for our initial exploration for three reasons: it is of substantive interest, we thought these three variables would be relatively easy to measure in online data, and we expected the effects of gender and culture to be rather diffuse and thus protected somewhat from the influence of sampling bias.
A. Smiling, Gender, and Culture
Smiling is a fascinating nonverbal behavior that is both common and nuanced; smiles are typically interpreted as expressing positive emotion, but can actually communicate a wide variety of affective and interpersonal states [2] , [3] . There is great interest in developing algorithms to detect and analyze smiles in order to infer these underlying states.
However, research has found that a variety of demographic, cultural, and contextual factors influence when and how a person smiles [1] , [4] - [9] . These differences in behavior are thought to be caused by differences in display rules that dictate how specific individuals (e.g., women) ought to behave in specific circumstances (e.g., when around children) [10] - [12] . Proper understanding of an individual's behavior thus requires careful consideration of who and where they are, as well as what display rules may be influencing them.
Much of the foundational work on display rules used selfreport measures to survey participants about how they typically behave or how they feel they should behave in different circumstances [9] , [13] . This work has yielded many interesting findings; in the current study, we focus on two variables that have been strong predictors in recent research. First is an individual's gender: there is considerable evidence that women across the world tend to smile more than men [7] , [14] . Second is a culture's history of migration: there is mounting evidence that cultures with more diverse histories of long-term migration (i.e., that have had more source countries contribute to their population over the last 500 years) tend to smile more than cultures with more uniform histories [9] . Cultures higher in this historical heterogeneity variable may favor display rules that increase smiling because they involve more interactions between ethnic groups, where higher expressivity may increase trust and help compensate for language barriers [15] .
Observational studies that examine the actual behavior of participants from different genders and cultures are an important supplement to self-report studies, but most have historically been limited to rather small samples with dozens or at most hundreds of participants [5] , [16] , [17] .
In the last few years, advances in automated coding and novel approaches to "crowdsourcing" behavioral data have allowed observational studies of cross-cultural differences in facial behavior to increase dramatically in scale. Two recent studies examined video recordings of hundreds of thousands of participants engaged in market research tasks [1] , [18] . These studies replicated previous self-report results, finding evidence of many of the expected relationships between smiling, gender, and culture. The authors of these studies described them as exciting advances for behavioral science, but reported that collecting this dataset required collaboration with corporations, took over five years, and cost hundreds of thousands of US dollars [19] . Such an extensive collection of novel behavioral data is not logistically feasible for most researchers, making these advances difficult for other researchers to reproduce. 
B. The Current Study
Our goal in the current study was to see if we could replicate the findings of the aforementioned self-report and observational studies using public images scraped from the internet. Specifically, we accessed a public corpus of images of celebrities from around the world and assessed the degree to which these images would reveal evidence of the hypothesized gender and culture display rules (i.e., higher smiling in women and in individuals from countries with higher historical heterogeneity). We reasoned that, if it were possible to recover the same signal in this messy and imperfect sample of behavioral data, it would open up a potentially fruitful avenue for future research that would be far more accessible to most researchers.
Furthermore, we release the meta-data we collected to accompany the public image dataset from which our results were derived, including gender, nationality, and smile intensity labels for 290 547 images of 29 579 celebrities from 34 countries ( Figure 1 ). We hope that the release of these data will encourage researchers to think not only about how public datasets can accelerate algorithmic advances in behavioral coding, but also psychological understanding more broadly.
II. DATA
We analyzed a subset of the IMDB-WIKI dataset [20] . This dataset includes over half a million images of international celebrities: 461 871 images of the 100 000 most popular profiles on IMDB and all 62 359 profile images on Wikipedia. Gender labels for most of these celebrities were included in the original dataset; however, nationality labels were not. Because this information was critical to our questions about culture, we attempted to lookup the nationality label for each celebrity in the dataset. We searched the Google Knowledge database for the name of each celebrity and analyzed the queried biographical data using NLTK [21] and named-entity analysis. We were able to extract nationality data for 97.5 % of the celebrities with this approach. After filtering for celebrities for which we had both nationality and gender labels, we were left with a subset of 507 737 images of 70 086 unique individuals. We then dropped all images in which a face was not detected by our smile measurement system (described below) and selected all nationalities (i.e., countries) for which we had usable images from at least 50 different individuals. This selection criteria resulted in our final sample of 290 547 images of 29 579 individuals from 34 countries (Table I) .
As in previous work [1] , [9] , we used the World Migration Matrix (WMM) [22] to calculate the historical heterogeneity of long-term migration cultural variable as the number of source countries that have contributed to each country's presentday population since A.D. 1500. For statistical analysis, this variable was log-transformed and then globally centered by subtracting the mean of all countries in the WMM.
III. SMILE MEASUREMENT AND VALIDATION
The images were analyzed with OpenFace [23] , which uses computer vision and machine learning techniques to estimate the intensity of smiles and other facial actions described in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) 1 [24] . OpenFace uses a Conditional Local Neural Fields (CLNF) model to locate 68 facial landmark points on the face. A similarity transform is used to register the face to a frontal position. The face is then resized to a 112×112 px image with an inter-pupilary distance of 45 px. Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features are extracted using blocks of 2 × 2 cells, each 8 × 8 px, leading to 12 × 12 blocks of 31-dimensional histograms. To estimate the intensity of facial actions, linear support vector regression models analyze these features. For more details, see [23] .
Images scraped from the Internet often contain extreme head pose and lighting conditions, occlusions, and other appearance-related challenges. Thus, we felt it was important to validate the smile intensity estimates on our specific dataset, which may differ in various ways from the datasets that OpenFace was trained and initially validated on. To do so, we selected a subset of 273 images to use for validation and made sure to include a relatively balanced number of images from each country, gender, and estimated smile intensity level. 1 In FACS, a smile is defined as a contraction of the zygomaticus major muscle and is referred to as action unit 12 (AU12). We then collected smile measurements from two trusted sources so that we could compare them to the OpenFace estimates. First, we recruited expert FACS coders to annotate the smile (AU12) intensity level in each image in the validation sample. The official FACS intensity scale has six ordinal intensity levels (0 to 5): none, trace, slight, marked, extreme, and maximum. Second, we recruited five crowdworkers to rate the positivity of the expression in each image (from 0 to 5, neutral to very positive) and the degree to which the person in each image was smiling (from 0 to 5, not at all to very strongly). We then compared the OpenFace smile intensity estimates to these measurements using correlational analyses.
Spearman correlations were used to quantify the association between continuous variables (i.e., OpenFace estimates and the average of the crowdworkers' ratings), and polyserial correlations were used to quantify associations involving ordinal variables (i.e., FACS codes) [25] . For variables measured on the same metric (i.e., ratings from different crowdworkers or measures of AU12 intensity), intraclass correlations (ICCs) were also calculated: the consistency ICC, which allows each variable to have its own mean, and the agreement ICC, which requires both variables to have the same mean [26] .
IV. STATISTICAL MODELING
Analyzing the study data presented several challenges. First, we had to account for the fact that our response variable (i.e., estimated smile intensity) was not normally distributed; rather, it was bounded between 0 and 5 and was right-skewed with many zeros. Second, we had to account for the fact that the data had a hierarchical structure with multiple images per individual and multiple individuals per country. To ignore either of these challenges would likely result in a poorly fitting model and could lead to incorrect conclusions [27] , [28] .
To account for the non-normal distribution of the response variable, we used an extension of beta regression [29] . Beta regression is often used to model data that are measured in a continuous but bounded interval such as proportions and probabilities. The beta distribution, which beta regression uses to model the response variable, is highly flexible in that its density can take on very different shapes (e.g., unimodal, U, J, inverted J, or uniform) depending on the values of its parameters. The density of the beta distribution for y ∈ (0, 1) is given by the following function, where B is the beta function and μ and φ are positive parameters that determine its shape:
Beta regression assumes the response variable is between (but does not include) 0 and 1, so we rescaled the smile intensity estimates by dividing them by the maximum possible intensity. There were no values at 1 after rescaling, but there were many values at 0 (i.e., non-smiles). To accommodate these values, we used an extension of beta regression called zero-inflated beta (ZIB) regression [30] . This approach models the data using a mixture of two distributions: a beta distribution for the values greater than 0 and a degenerate distribution for the values at 0. The density of a ZIB distribution is given by the following function, where z denotes the probability of y being 0 and f (y; μ, φ) refers to Equation 1:
Smiling Intensity Absence Culture Gender Fig. 4 . Path diagram of the multilevel model. Smiling is decomposed into intensity (i.e., beta) and absence (i.e., zero-inflation) components, which are predicted by gender and culture. The random gender effects (shown as dots) are also predicted by culture, producing the gender-by-culture interactions.
One of the benefits of ZIB regression is that both the beta and the degenerate distributions can accommodate predictor variables. This allows questions to be asked about both the occurrence of the response variable (via the degenerate) and its extent or degree (via the beta). We used this ability to explain whether and how intensely an individual smiled.
To account for the hierarchical structure of the data, we implemented the ZIB regression model within a multilevel modeling framework [31] . Multilevel models explicitly account for the complex dependency structures of hierarchical data and allow model parameters to vary at multiple levels of the hierarchy (e.g., at the level of individuals and countries). Although there are multiple ways to implement multilevel models, Bayesian methods offer many practical and interpretive advantages over alternatives such as the ability to incorporate prior knowledge about parameters into the model and to estimate the probability of different parameter values [27] , [28] . We estimated our Bayesian multilevel model using the brms package [32] , [33] as an interface to Stan [34] .
Our multilevel model had two levels: each data point represented a single individual from a given country. The dependency of multiple images from the same individual was handled through aggregation (i.e., by averaging all the images' smile intensity estimates). Both the non-zero smile intensity (y) and the zero-inflation probability (z) were regressed on three predictors: a dummy code representing the gender of each individual, a continuous variable representing the culture (i.e., historical heterogeneity) of that individual's country, and the cross-level interaction of gender and culture (Figure 4) . The interaction allows the effects of gender and culture to be conditional on one another (i.e., for the gender effect to vary as a function of culture and vice versa).
Our goal was to gain knowledge about smiling, gender, and culture that generalizes beyond the sample of countries that were included in the analyzed data. To enable such generalizability, intercepts and slopes (e.g., gender effects) were allowed to vary across countries and the variance in these parameters (which are called random effects) was modeled. It is also possible to estimate a single value across all countries for each parameter (i.e., to omit the random effects), but doing so would limit the findings' generalizability [31] . We tried to set priors that were informative enough to rule out unreasonable parameter values without being so strong as to rule out reasonable values. This took the form of normal(0,1) priors for the beta regression weights, normal(0,5) for the degenerate regression weights, logistic(0,1) priors for z intercepts, gamma(.01,.01) priors for the φ parameter, half-student_t(3,0,10) priors for standard deviations, and lkj(1) priors for correlations between random effects.
The multilevel model was estimated using the No-U-Turn Sampler [35] ; this algorithm converges much quicker than alternatives, especially for high-dimensional models such as multilevel models with random effects. Sixteen Markov chains were used, each with 2000 iterations, 1000 warmup iterations, and a thinning rate of 1; this setup yielded 16 000 total posterior samples. To interpret the results, we summarized these posterior distributions using medians as point estimates and highest density intervals (HDIs) as interval estimates [36] . These intervals represent the most credible values for the parameters given the data. Note that, in interpreting the results, we deliberately avoid dichotomizing them into "significant" and "non-significant" classes and instead focus on using the Bayesian posterior probability distributions to estimate each effect's magnitude and uncertainty [27] , [36] , [37] .
V. RESULTS

A. Smile Measurement Validation
Each image in the validation sample was analyzed in four ways: OpenFace estimated the intensity of AU12, one of three expert FACS coders annotated the intensity of AU12, and five untrained crowdworkers rated the expression's positivity and smile intensity. First, we examined the inter-rater reliability of the crowdworkers using agreement ICCs. Interrater reliability was very high for both expression positivity, ICC(A,5) = .90, 95 % CI: [.88, .92], and smile intensity, ICC(A,5) = .90 [.88, .92]. These results suggest that the raters were using the rating scales reliably and support our use of the average of the five ratings in further analyses.
Next, we examined the correlations between the OpenFace estimates, the expert FACS codes, and the average crowdworker ratings. As shown in Table II , all of these measures were highly inter-correlated (r > .75), which means that the measures were very linearly related to one another and tended to increase and decrease for the same images. The measures from human sources (i.e., crowdworkers and expert FACS coders) were particularly inter-correlated (r > .90).
Finally, because OpenFace AU12 intensity estimates are meant to be on the same metric as FACS codes [23] , we also compared them to the expert FACS codes using ICCs. Agreement was acceptable, ICC(A,1) = .71 [.41, .84], but was lower than consistency, ICC(C,1) = .78 [.73, .82], which suggests that the two measures had different mean levels. Visual inspection of the data suggests that OpenFace tended to underestimate the intensity of more extreme smiles.
B. Statistical Results
The results of the multilevel model are presented in Table III and Figure 5 . Results from the smile intensity component show that (1) men's smiles tended to be less intense than women's smiles [−0.29, −0.21], (2) individuals from countries with higher historical heterogeneity tended to smile more intensely [0.01, 0.09], and (3) this historical heterogeneity effect tended to be weaker for men than for women [−0.05, 0.00]. Results from the smile absence component show that (4) smiles were more likely to be absent for men than for women [0.59, 0.87], (5) smiles were less likely to be absent for individuals from countries with higher historical heterogeneity [−0.25, −0.04], and (6) this historical heterogeneity effect tended to be weaker for men than for women [0.00, 0.16]. The combination of these effects can be seen in the marginal plot ( Figure 6 ). Women smiled more intensely than men across countries, and historical heterogenity was positively related to smile intensity for both genders (with some evidence of a slightly larger gender difference in more historically diverse countries).
VI. DISCUSSION
The affective computing research community has invested heavily in the development of tools for automated facial coding. These tools present a huge opportunity to advance psychological science. However, access to large video and image corpora and the necessary computational resources to analyze these are often limited to a handful of tech companies. We designed an experiment to investigate whether smaller, publicly available datasets can reveal similar insights to those obtained from large-scale analyses of privately held datasets.
Using knowledge search APIs, we collected nationality meta-data for a public dataset of celebrity face images. Using this data, we analyzed the effects of gender and culture (i.e., historical heterogeneity) on observed smile intensity. This model revealed similar effects to those observed in a previous analysis of almost one million facial videos of spontaneous behavior [1] , despite being based on only 290 547 images of celebrities scraped from the Internet. We replicated evidence of both gender and cultural effects on smiling and expanded previous work by considering both the occurrence and intensity of smiling simultaneously. We also uncovered tentative evidence that the effects of gender and culture on smiling may be conditional on one another, with gender differences being slightly more pronounced in cultures with higher historical heterogeneity. These advances were enabled by use of an opensource tool for smile intensity estimation, which performed admirably in our dataset, and Bayesian multilevel ZIB regression (also implemented using open-source software).
The results of our experiment are highly promising for our original proposal. The fact that this messy and imperfect dataset was able to show evidence of the expected gender and cultural effects improves our confidence that this type of data can be representative enough to yield generalizable psychological insights, at least in some domain areas. It is also encouraging that an off-the-shelf and open-source facial coding tool was able to approximate both crowdworker ratings and expert FACS codes of smile intensity. In the spirit of democratizing insights from behavioral data, the fact that all three sources of smile measurement were highly intercorrelated bodes well for researchers with limited access to expert FACS coders. We hope that future research will continue this trend of exploring psychological questions in public behavioral data; we also hope that the researchers doing such work will invest time and effort in validating their measurements as we have tried to do in this paper. While facial coding tools can perform quite well in some settings, their accuracy cannot be taken as a given [38] , [39] .
There are important caveats that should be stated when analyzing data of this kind. First, the images in this dataset and other large-scale datasets are typically captured with the subject's knowledge (whether because they are posing for the press or consented to be recorded). Thus, these images do not necessarily represent fully naturalistic or spontaneous displays. Second, the contexts in which the images in these datasets were captured are very diverse. Some images are posed (e.g., professional headshots), others are action shots (e.g., a tennis player during a game), and others are acted (e.g., a still frame from a dramatized film). The fact that we observe similar cultural and gender effects as prior work suggests that display rules may be strong enough to influence behavior across contexts and that our dataset is large and diverse enough for the idiosyncratic influence of any individual image (which may be unrepresentative for many reasons) to "wash out."
As a final point of discussion, we focused in this study on images of celebrities who have chosen a life in the public eye and for whom scrutiny of their behavior is largely expected. However, there are ethical questions for the field of affective computing to wrestle with pertaining to the use of behavioral data from private individuals, such as images and videos accessible on social media. One could argue that by virtue of these data being available online, individuals have implicitly consented to their use. However, this is not a simple issue and the field will need to consider carefully how best to protect the privacy and dignity of the individuals they are studying. There is some urgency required in addressing these issues.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Large-scale observational analyses of image and video data presents a valuable opportunity to advance psychological science. However, large image and video datasets, often collected and owned by companies, typically remain inaccessible to academics due to privacy and intellectual property concerns. We propose that interesting behavioral data already exist online (e.g., on IMDB and Wikipedia) that are publicly available and conducive to open scientific research. In the current study, we provide a proof-of-concept for this proposal by showing that convergent evidence of gender and cultural display rules about smiling can be derived from images of celebrities scraped from the internet and analyzed using facial coding software. We release this data and hope our work spurs more open exploration of this kind.
